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Specializing in Obsolete & Common-Used Parts
Offer Online Linecard, Inventory and Purchasing
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ABOUT WIN SOURCE 

OUR CERTIFICATIONS

Your Faithful Electronic Components Supply Chain Partner 

We are always consistent since 1999, dedicated to assisting our customers to quickly and accurately find obsolete, 

end-of-life and hard-to-find electronic parts, also offering a wide range of common-used materials with cost-saving 

supply chain management. 

When companies are unable to fulfill their requirements through the normal franchise channels, they turn to WIN 

SOURCE for immediate solutions.

We profoundly understand that the difficulty of 

sourcing obsolete electronic components.Based on 

this challenge, we consistently utilize our in-stock 

inventory and the global network of suppliers to 

reduce your procurement cycles, lower transaction 

costs and provide quality electronic components 

at competitive prices. Today, the stock in our 

warehouse is more than 500.000 SKUs, separately 

saved and maintained within our ESD-protected 

facility - Shenzhen, Hongkong and Philippines.

Founded in 1995, ERAI, Inc. is a global information services organization that 
monitors, investigates, and reports issues affecting the global electronics supply 
chain,provides its global members with supply chain risk mitigation solutions.

A

ISO 9001:2008 & ISO 14001 is a globally recognized quality 
management standard, developed and published by the 
International Organization for Standardization.

B

SMTA offers exclusive access to  global communities of 
experts as well as accumulated research and training 
materials from thousands of companies dedicated to 
advancing the electronics industry.

C

D
IPC is a global trade association dedicated to 
furthering the competitive excellence and financial 
success of its members, who are participants
 in the electronics industry.



  People
 Oriented

  365 Days
  Guaranty 

 20 Years
  Experience

 24 Hours
 Shipping
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ANTI-COUNTERFEIT POLICY

As a member of ERAI (an authorize anti-counterfeiting organization), we strictly enforce the anti-counterfeiting 

policy to eliminate all fake and shoddy products.We continuously optimize our supply chain according to the risk 

mitigation solution provided by ERAI, and fulfill the obligations of Erai’s member, timely reporting the counterfeit 

parts found, reducing the counterfeit risk of the electronic components industry.

Nowadays, in spite of sophisticated IT tools and unprecedented visibility among supply chain partners, subpar 

or counterfeit still confound the industry. Some unused inventory passes through sales channels that aren’t 

compliant with industry traceability, handling and quality control standards.

Through strict avoidance, mitigation, and disposition 

processes, Only high-standard distributors who 

conform our incredibly high suppliers’ standard, 

such as manufacturers, franchise distributors, OEMs, 

CMs, independent reputable distributors, can be the 

partner of our strict supply chain. We also possess a 

whole complete and strict set of testing standard. All of 

the components are shipped to WIN SOURCE Quality 

Testing Department, inspected and provenance 

verified, before entering inventory and being shipped 

to the end-customers.

ADVANTAGES
As a customer- focused online superstore, WIN SOURCE is dedicated to creating a humanized 

platform to customers (from best-in-class search and e-procurement engine, simple and up-

to-date product information, to 24/7 service), where buyers can get instant access to ready-

to-ship safety stock and complete procurement easily with a few quick clicks, rather than 

frantically calling sources from around the world for parts.



Audio Products
Audio Accessorles A
Battery Products
Boxes,Enclosures,Racks B

Cable Assemblies
Cables,Wires - Management
Cables,Wires
Capacitors
Circuit Protection
Connectors,Interconnects
Crystals and Oscillators

C

Discrete Semiconductor Products   D
Fans,Thermal Management
Filters F

Hardware,Fasteners,Accessories H
Inductors,Coils,Chokes
Industrial Controls,Meters
Integrated Circuits(ICs)
Isolators

I

Magnetics - Transformer,Inductor Components
Memory Cards,Modules
Motors,Solenoids,Driver Boards/Modules

M

Optoelectronics O
Potentiometers,Variable Resistors
Power Supplies - Board Mount
Power Supplies - External/Internal(Off - Board)
Programmers,Development Systems
Prototyping Products

P

Relays
Resistors
RF/IF and RFID

R
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PRODUCT LINE
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TWO MAIN SERVICES
A. Obsolete / End-of-Life(EOL) / Hard to Find / Discontinued
B. Common-Used Electronic Components

The scarcity & obsolete of electronic components, long delivery times and high procurement costs are the three major 

issues affecting electronic equipment suppliers and manufacturers in the electrical and electronic industries. That is the 

meaning of our business.

Common-used materials  ：Common-used materials mean that manufacturers always have a huge needs in this 

parts .In other words, a more competitive price can effectively reduce procurement cost. To satisfy this requirement, WIN 

SOURCE built professional elite teams to investigate market requirements at every moment, providing our Marketing 

Department with accurate information to procurement. By a large number of purchases, customers can acquire a more 

competitive price and a long-term available inventory.

Obsolete Inventory ：Rather than subjecting customers to time-consuming, risk-filled worldwide searches in scarce(EOL) 

electronic components , we instantly connect available inventory with each customer’s shortage in their moment of need, 

before they reach out to  less reputable supply chain partners.

UPLOAD RFQ & BOM ONLINE
Buyers can upload Parts List to get Stock Info( Quantities,Multiple Price 

Breaks, Availability/ Lead-Time, Manufacturer, etc.) and download to Desktop 

Quotes.

BEST-IN-CLASS SEARCH PARTS ONLINE
The best-in-class search engine enables you to find and buy 

parts quickly and easily. A suite of online tool helps boost 

your productivity and more effectively manage your specific 

account information.

ONLINE ONE-CLICK ORDER 
Deliver liberated, self-service shopping.

regardless of the time of day or the location of 

the parts.



LINE CARD ( MANUFACTURER）
At WIN SOURCE, we stock about 500,000 SKUs electronic components from over 850 manufacturers. We 
provide detailed information about the manufacturer, the parts we stock, as well as product datasheets and 
tech support phone numbers. Browse our inventory by the manufacturer to find the parts to keep your 
production running smoothly. Once you determine the specific part you are looking for, use our global part 
search utility to check stock,order parts or submit a request for quote.
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Sourcing hard to find electronic components in the open market is like navigating 
through a wilderness, fraught with risks like counterfeit parts, faulty or damaged 
components as well as companies exhibiting unethical and fraudulent business 
practices. To survive these challenges, your organization need to constantly keep the 
navigator on hand. WIN SOURCE is your reliable navigator.

 WIN SOURCE
 YOUR  RELIABLE SUPPLY CHAIN PARTNER

Still Feeling Anxious to 
Find Obsolete Parts?

Want to Reduce
Purchase Cost for 
Commom-Used Materials?
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QUALITY POLICY 
In the last several years, many Independent Distributors have struggled with implementing timely solutions to 

combat the counterfeit outbreak. While delays in supply chain protection persist, it causes significant safety 

risks, loss of revenue, and damage to the reputation of their customers. In response to the increasing volume of 

fraudulent and counterfeit parts entering the market, WIN SOURCE continuously investing in quality assurance 

strategies. 

Before every shipment  is   
placed in the warehouse , 
all of the electronic parts  
need to  pass initial 
visual inspection by our 
experienced engineers.

Visual Inspection
All of the components are 
shipped to WIN SOURCE 
Quality Testing Department, 
where they are inspected 
and their provenance verified 
(BY our 200x magnification, 
Solderability Test  and Acetone 
Verification Testing, etc.

Instrument Testing

All items will be sent to our 
ESD control warehouses, 
helpsmitigate potential failures 
of electronic components 
caused by electrostatic 
discharge,preventing costly 
field failures and in-house 
re-work. 

ESD Control Final Inspection

We have implemented a Quality Management System since 

our Quality Testing Department built in 1999. Our Quality 

Management Representatives continuous learning the latest 

quality control technology by participating in the training course 

of SMTA and IPC association, continuously maintained for 

effectiveness and process improvements in accordance with the 

requirements of ISO 9001:2008. 

 

To assess the ongoing suitability of the Quality System, our 

professional team regularly reviews the Quality System by internal 

audit and quality reports, including results of audits, customer 

feedback, process performance, and product conformity, the 

status of preventive and corrective actions, follow-up actions from 

previous management reviews, etc. 

To Ensuring that the right 
products are being delivered, 
The final quality control 
check will be performed prior 
to shipping.The inspection 
includes the parts’ safety, 
quality,quantity,specifications
,and packing, etc. 
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COST-EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 
Whether you are looking to locate stock of difficult to find components or simply 

attempting to reduce your components costs,our highly trained engineers will assist 

your procurement personnel offering engineering and alternative source solutions, 

thus avoiding costly supply chain interruptions due to long lead time, allocation or 

obsolescence issues,which can significant reductions in both administratiive costs 

and component stock holding whilst allowing the customer to focus on their core 

manufacturing skills. At the same time,we can also Find form-fit-function cross-references, 

avoiding redesigns and providing multi-sourcing options that proactively help with 

engineers’ design decisions.

Why we provide alternative solutions of electronic components？

The scarcity & obsolete of electronic components, long delivery times and high 
procurement costs are the three major issues affecting electronic equipment suppliers 
and manufacturers in the electrical and electronic industries.

For OEMs and contract electronics manufacturers, a suitable alternative can
a. Avoid excessive delivery time, optimize the supply chain to maintain smooth 
production
b. Resolve the anxiety and annoyance of finding obsolete and end-of-life products
c. Reduce procurement costs
d. Mitigate Risk,Easily identify components at risk and gain an in-depth look into 
electronic component counterfeit risk, lifecycle statuses, inventory risk by WIN SOURCE 
part risk analysis.

For electronic engineers and designers, a suitable alternative can
a. Optional components are provided when designing the circuit
b. By allowing the use of alternative components and assemblies, it will also reduce the 
probability of component obsolescence.
c. Avoid the expensive cost of redesign

WIN SOURCE not only 

provides customers with 

obsolete & common-

used parts,but also  

dedicate to working 

in partnership with its 

clients to deliver the 

optimum, cost-effective, 

alternative solutions and 

services the client needs, 

taking into account 

the future business 

requirements, goals and 

objectives.



 WIN SOURCE

1999
CONTACT US
Visit our website to check stock!
www.win-source.net

Contact us Monday thru Friday 
9:00am - 6:30pm (GMT+08) 

12A/F., 
Hangdu 
Bldg,No.1006 
Huafu Road,

Shenzhen
CHINA

Telephone

0086-755 
-83957316

Fax:
0086-755
-83957728

E-mail:
service@win-source.net

Skype：
service@win-source.net
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